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1.



ABSTRACT



This paper presents the progressive approaches which have been studied in CNES for the resolution of the handover management problem. The first approach was based on the analysis with a conservative algorithm. This approach allowed us to resolve some cases but was limited. Event and activity scheduling tools have been evaluated and discarded. In a next step, a Petri net approach has been studied. If a solution exists, the Petri net modeling allows finding it but doesn’t allow choosing the optimal solution within the set of potential ones. Finally, a new formalism which allows finding the optimal solution was established. It provides results in simplified configurations representative of all the constraints and was validated with a linear programming tool with little adaptation of the formalism. Then the paper will discuss the study perspectives for a hybrid global method. The principal idea is to combine the Petri net approach with an optimization method ( constraint programming, graph theory, mathematical programming, combinatorial optimization … )
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INTRODUCTION



The use of LEO (Low Earth Orbit) satellite constellations offer many advantages for the communication missions, such as easy replacement in case of satellite failure, relative robustness of the system, low cost terminals or short time transmission. In turn, it leads to management difficulties concerning the commutations of the links between the satellites when permanent transmission is required (handovers). Indeed, because of the movement of the LEO satellites and in order to guarantee the continuity of the communications to the users, it is necessary to switch over periodically the traffic from one satellite to another one. This requires having both satellites in visibility (double visibility) during the period of time required to hand over the links of the ground station and of all the users managed by this station. The dynamic allocations of the constellation resources must be compliant with the global communication requests while using a minimal number of satellites in order to minimize the overall cost. The objective of the optimization of the constellation resource management is to minimize the number of handovers (or maximize duration of the communications between two handovers) in order to reduce the management costs, to minimize the risk of communication interruptions. The complexity of the problem is due to many factors, such as conflicts in the allocation between several ground stations (gateways), temporal constraints like handover duration and minimum communication duration, decision date to start the handover and choice of the correct resource assignment, which avoids the absence of solutions in future. Other difficulties are induced by the great number of satellites and ground stations (tens of satellites, hundreds of ground stations) and by a lot of choices for the decision date of switching. Indeed, this date can be located anywhere within the period of double visibility. All those considerations lead to a combinatorial explosion. The different progressive approaches used in CNES to solve this kind of problems are presented hereafter.
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APPROACH BY ANALYSIS



The first approach was based on the analysis with a conservative algorithm. Two handover management strategies have been considered. The first one consists in switching systematically to the satellite in visibility with the best elevation. The second one gives priority to the already established link. The first
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strategy ensures that the system is working in the best configuration from a link budget point of view but increases the number of handovers. The second strategy presents the interest to reduce the number of handovers. Both strategies could lead to a situation where a requested handover does not fulfill the condition of double visibility during a sufficient period while changing satellites earlier and not towards the best one (best elevation) would have allowed the eviction of this situation. This is illustrated in the example given hereafter.
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Figure 1: Chronograms of satellites available for a gateway , t ∈ [3800s, 5000s] It may be seen in Figure 1 that 7 satellites are involved during the considered time window. We suppose that the current assignment is on satellite 60. The first strategy (best satellite is used) would lead to the following transitions : 60 → 28 → 2 → 34 → 2 → 53 → 2 → 21 → 53 → 56 The second strategy (keep the established link) would lead to the following transitions : 60 → 2 → 53 → 21 → 56 We can notice that satellite 2 is not chosen in place of satellite 21. In fact, this strategy gives priority to the satellite on ascending elevation Both strategies would fail with respect to the double visibility duration condition (60 s) : • first strategy for 2 → 34 and 21 → 53 transitions • second strategy for 2 → 53 transition The optimized strategy would be (60→28→53 →2→56) and would fulfill the double visibility constraint. As a consequence of this analysis, it was decided to implement the following method : • 1st run using the best satellite strategy • 2nd run trying to find a solution for transitions which do not fulfill the double visibility constraint at the end of the first run. • 3rd run identifying whether a solution is possible for transitions which do not fulfill the double visibility constraint at the end of the second run. • Manual investigation of cases identified as possible to be solved through the third run. The algorithm used for the second run is rather simple. It consists in trying to make use of the satellites involved in the transitions preceding and following the one which is under study. In the example illustrated in figure 1, the first run would give the following results : Transition 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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Problematic transitions The second run would allow to overcome problematic transition 8 through a direct transition from satellite 2 to satellite 56. However the tool would not find any solution to overcome problematic transition
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number 3. The third run is only performed in order to identify for which problematic transitions it is useful to have a manual exploration since a solution is still possible. In the example illustrated on figure 1, transition 3 from satellite 2 to satellite 34 would be found doubtful (manual exploration necessary) during the third run. As a matter of fact, satellites 28 and 53 are both available at the time step of transition 3 and at the previous time step. The manual exploration would lead to the final optimized strategy : (60 → 28 → 53 → 2 → 56) illustrated in figure 2. It can be noted that this strategy provides a continuous service to users of the gateway considered but does not follow the best satellite strategy.
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Figure 2 : Chronograms of satellites used by the gateway for t ∈ [3800s, 5000s] with the optimized hand-over strategy This method allows to find optimal solutions to some problems according to the strategy considered and particularly when only one path is requested. In case of two or more paths (or gateways closely located), the algorithm turns very complex.
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PETRI NET BASED APPROACH



The fact that the handover constraint is a complex resource allocation policy, has led us to consider Petri nets [Mur 89]. Ordinary Petri nets are well suited to represent discrete event systems including resources. Extensions have been defined to take into account a dense time and to represent time constraints (time Petri nets, stochastic Petri nets). Other extensions allow to take into account real or integer attributes attached to the tokens (Coloured Petri nets). Representing handover constraints without the numerical constraints resulting from the visibility windows of the satellites with respect to the earth stations is easy. Let us consider the Petri net in figure 3. It represents the construction of n paths in a constellation of m satellites (assuming that one satellite can only be assigned to one gateway). Transition ti represents the first satellite assignment (beginning of the first segment of the path). Transition tf is the end of the last path segment, the last satellite is released. Firing sequences t1;t2 describe the handovers. To connect one path segment to the next one, it is necessary to first assign the next satellite and then to release the preceding one after the handover time duration. A solution of the problem is then a firing sequence starting with n firings of transition ti (one assignment for each gateway), ending with n firings of transition tf and comprising a certain number of sub sequences t1;t2 (one for each handover of a gateway). Finding the optimal solution implies building all the possible sequences and choosing the best one, for example the one for which the number of handovers is minimal. m
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Figure 3 : Petri net model of handover constraints
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The minimal duration constraint for the handover can be represented easily, just by attaching this duration to transition t2 (time Petri net). In contrast, the fact that transitions ti and t1 can only be fired if the satellite (denoted by a token in place "satellite available") is visible from the gateway for which the path is being built (denoted by a token in place "requested paths" or "path segments") requires to attach all the necessary data to the tokens and to use good heuristics to choose good pairs of tokens (verifying the constraints and close to optimality). The management of the data attached to the tokens is cumbersome because dates are in "absolute" time. They are not a direct consequence of the duration of some activities related to places. In a similar way, the definition of the heuristics is complex and Petri nets are not very well suited to do this. The actual Petri nets which have been simulated are in consequence large and complicated [Daf 99]. It is why a pure Petri net based approach is not convenient for this kind of problem. Some preliminary results have however been obtained with this approach [Daf 99] by using a Petri net simulator having the capability of dealing with data structures attached to the tokens [Mis 00]. The Petri net is represented in figure 4. Data such as the starting and finishing dates of the visibility windows, the satellite and path identifiers, the handover dates, etc., are stored as token attributes. Time is increased by small increments (module M1). In module M2, when the current time is equal to the starting date of a visibility window, a token denoting this window is added in place "visib.wind.". When the current time is equal to the end of the visibility window, transition "end visi." is fired and the corresponding token in place "visib.wind." is removed. This allows decreasing the number of data and variables which have to be simultaneously considered. The role of module M3 is just to store the series of handover for each path as token attributes. Each time a token is full, the fragment of solution is definitively stored (compression).
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Figure 4 : Petri net used for solving the problem The role of places "wait1" and "wait2" is to synchronize the construction of all the paths with the global clock. When all the paths have been prolongated, time has to be incremented (M1) and the visibility windows updated (M2). Then all the tokens denoting paths are transfered to place "ready". This place has three output transitions. Transition "fail" is fired if the visibility window terminates and it is not possible to make a handover to prolongate the path. Transition t1 is fired if a handover can be initiated and transition "continue" is fired if there is no reason to initiate a handover. It can be pointed out that the handover constraints are represented in the same way as in figure 3 by means of places "ready", "hand." (handover), "av.sat." (available satellites), "decision made" and transitions "t1" and "t2". We have just
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clearly separated the request of a new segment (place "ready") from the fact that the path has been prolongated ("decision made"). The example in figure 5 illustrates the results given by this approach. A new assignment is decided before the end of visibility of the current satellite used and taken into account the eventual need of several handovers. In figure 5, we can see that the use of satellite 2 is very short. In fact, this satellite allow the continuity of the path between satellite 1 to satellite 3 since the duration of the double visibility between satellites 1 and 3 is not sufficient to realize the handover without interruption. 90 80
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Figure 5 : Solution given by Petri net method for one gateway over 25 mn time window This method is well adapted to manage the conflictual situations and to find solutions even it is not the optimal one. The limitation of this approach is that it is difficult to store and to retrieve all the required data when they are stored as token atributes. The approach is a greedy one (no backtracking) and to avoid situations for which it is impossible to prolongate a path, it is necessary to implement good heuritics for choosing the good satellite for each handover (when firing transition t1). It is possible to implement some heuristics in the Petri net model [Daf 99], but it is a complex and error prone task. It is the reason why a pure Petri net approach is also not satisfactory.



5. AN INTEGER LINEAR PROGRAMMING FORMULATION 5.1 Constraint identification The aim of this approach is to give a mathematical formulation [Wol 98] to the handover management problem. This means that all the constraints presented in section 2 have to be captured by means of inequations (linear if possible involving decision variables and parameters). A satellite is said visible for a terrestrial user if a satisfying radioelectrical link can be established between them. For a fixed terrestrial user, each satellite of a LEO (Low Earth Orbit) constellation is only visible during some time windows, termed visibility windows. Communication links may only be established during these visibility windows. To reduce the number of assignments to search, a set of users managed by a same gateway can be assimilated to a unique user represented by the gateway. Thus, in the following, we only consider the assignments between gateways and satellites. The required continuity of Earth/satellite communication links results in double visibility constraints. In order to hand off a communication, it is necessary to begin the following link a given time ∆H (about 60s) before breaking the current one. Thus, for each gateway, some visibility windows have to overlap each other during a time of at least ∆H and each assignment segment has to overlap the precedent one during ∆H exactly. Moreover, for cost and performances reasons, a gateway/satellite assignment has to contain a minimum communication duration ∆T (about 120s) out of handover periods. Figure 6 shows the characteristics which have been just presented; a dashed area inside a time window represents an assignment segment while a "blank" time window means none assignment has been realized in this window.
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Figure 6 : The handover management problem Satellite resources are constrained too. The number of instantaneous communication links with a satellite is limited because each satellite is able to communicate only on a given number of spectrums. During a handover, two satellites are used simultaneously and the quality of radioelectrical link may be not so high as usual. Thus the best solutions to the handover management problem are the successive assignments of each gateway to satellites which allow the minimization of the number of handovers. Note that minimise the number of handovers is similar to minimise the number of assignments.



5.2 The model To model the constraints identified in the previous paragraph we introduce the following variables and parameters : − T : horizon of computation. − i : assignment serial number, i =1,2, …, nsup where nsup is an upper bound of assignments number per gateway during T. Moreover a value ninf will be used in the model; it stands for a lower bound of this number. − j : satellite number, j = 1, 2, …, nbsat ; nbsat is the number of satellites at hand. − k : gateway number, k = 1, 2, …, nbgat ; nbgat is the number of gateways at hand. − m : visibility window serial number between a satellite and a gateway during T ; m = 1, 2, …, nbwin where nbwin is an upper bound of the number of visibility windows there can exist between a satellite and a gateway during T. − Svjmk : start time of visibility window m of satellite j for gateway k. − Fvjmk : finish time of visibility window m of satellite j for gateway k. − Xijmk : binary variable which is 1 if the assignment i of gateway k is on visibility window m of satellite j, 0 otherwise. − Sik : start time of assignment i of gateway k. − y : upper bound of the number of assignments during T per satellite. − z : upper bound of the number of assignments during T per satellite and per rank of assignment. The role of the two last variables will be clarified later. Hence, the constraints can now be written as : ∀i,∀k, Sik ≥ ∑m ∑j Xijmk Svjmk (1) ∀i,∀k, Sik ≤ ∑m ∑j Xijmk (Fvjmk – (2∆H+∆T))



(2)



∀i,∀k, Si+1k ≤ ∑m ∑j Xijmk (Fvjmk –∆H)



(3)
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